[Structure of a delusion. III. The imaginary plot].
The "hole" in the text is filled again in a delusional imaginary way. This signifies that in this structural place interweaves a replacing texture to disemble the "hole" and reconstruct -in a symbolic way, of course--a new world. This texture has an especific structure. In the first place imaginary cluster in "themes" interconnected in a scheme -skema was in ancient grechian world the figure, the external way, the appearence--this is a kind of compromise between imaginary and speech, where the roles are binary distributed; but as both contradictory poles coexists, the resulta sunks in ambigüity. The scheme is, then, concealer and articulates incompatible poles in other different way. Ideological modifications articulate to at this same level. In the second place the "themes" suposse the existence of imaginary topics developed in the significant axis of antropological origin. In these "themes" the delusional imaginary material disposes in ciphered "thematic storings" and "structural knots". This cipher belongs to the legal area of personalization but as infraction. The delusional text never is transgresive and as it remains in the same legal area, it becomes prisoner of the symbolic network area which forbides to change and to expand. The speech now appears as the bolt of the imaginery area.